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r 100 percent sure the quality of downloading the movie is nice fairu-dev: ok, so there is no error. so it should work. please run
"sudo apt update && sudo apt full-upgrade" and give us the output on paste.ubuntu.com oki s0: i rebooted to windows to see if
that dint helps! s0: now when i get back, i will try to update the bios babpalepal: I would think you would have noticed a
difference in CPU temperature babpalepal: Make sure to have a clean power source. And a desktop machine, not laptop. s0:
sorry, can you tell me once again the paste url again pls babpalepal: @k1l_ I'm changing the download folder to downloads, will
try this Hello! I'm running Kubuntu 19.10, and using Kmail for email. About 1/2 of the time, the mailbox "error" messages do
not show up on the main email display, but instead they popup as individual notifications in the taskbar. How can I fix that? This
also happens with other mail apps. I can't use IMAP since it stops working altogether for about 10% of the time. fairu: ok
babpalepal: I'm getting "VirtualBox kernel driver not installed" error. Did you install the vbox from the vbox guest addons? s0: i
didnt install anything babpalepal: Make sure the VM has a guest addons. s0: i ran the command you suggested to me babpalepal:
also make sure you choose a windows iso file, a windows iso file will work. A.vdi or a.vhd is not a windows iso file. s
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